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1: Photoshop 4 - Adobe Photoshop 4 review
Learn the basics and fundamentals of Adobe Photoshop CC, including how to open images, work with the interface,
save work, and more. Welcome to the Get Started with Photoshop tutorials that teach you the basic tools and
techniques of Adobe Photoshop CC.

However, a muted discontent has started rumbling amongst existing users and a great deal rides on the new
version 4. Some of biggest changes in the latest Photoshop have been made behind the scenes. Although for
backwards compatibility there is still a version of the program that can be run under Windows 3. Since the
difference is especially noticeable when zooming, scrolling and moving selections it looks like work has also
been done on caching the screen view. For power users, however, two further changes promise great things.
The support for symmetric multiprocessing means that machines with multiple processors can divide up the
number crunching so that, theoretically, a machine with two processors will be twice as fast as a machine with
one. In the real world such advances are unlikely, but it does follow that Windows NT becomes the platform
of choice for power-hungry PC users. When the program is up and running, the most obvious changes are the
addition of new Navigator and Action palettes, otherwise everything looks pretty familiar. Closer inspection,
however, reveals a number of subtle but important changes to the interface. The main toolbox has been
rationalized, bringing in the pen tools that used to be found on the separate Paths palette, and it now offers a
new polygonal selection tool. A major boon for beginners is the introduction of Tooltips, which reveal what
each tool is when you hold the mouse over it. Another import from the Windows 95 way of doing things is the
use of the right mouse button to call up a context-sensitive menu of relevant commands. With the paint tool
selected, for example, right-clicking enables the current brush or the way it interacts with the underlying
image to be changed. When implemented comprehensively, the use of these context-sensitive commands can
become an efficient way of running the program as a whole without the need for intensive mouse work. Sadly,
the Photoshop 4. Little attempt has been made to make the working environment transparent to the beginner or
occasional user. To take one example, when creating a selection with the lasso tool the user must hold down
the Alt key to add to the selection or the Shift key to subtract from it. Currently the only way this can be found
out is through the manuals or help file, but with a context-sensitive toolbar, these options could be seen clearly
and set easily. The changes to the interface then are very much a case of tinkering at the edges rather than a
radical overhaul of the core. For the power user this makes no difference. For those beginning the learning
curve, however, Photoshop 4. One area of the interface that certainly has improved is the control over the
working view. In previous releases, Photoshop was limited to preset zoom levels of 1: Now it is possible to set
any zoom level from 0. In practice this means that if you drag over any area with the Zoom tool, it will fill the
current window area to the full. This is definitely a big step forward, making the most of available screen
space. On the down side it makes the constant encroachment of the on-screen palettes even more irritating.
When working on a magnified section of a large image, to change your position it used to be necessary to
either try some hit-or-miss panning or, more usually, to zoom out to see the full image and zoom in again onto
the desired new section. Now with the Navigator palette it is possible to have a constant on-screen preview of
your entire image with a rectangle outlining the visible area. Dragging the rectangle, or redrawing it, instantly
changes the visible area to match. Again working screen space is lost under the palette, but if you often work
on the details of an image, the Navigator is an excellent aid. Equally helpful when working on large images is
the new ability to add guides and grids. Previously if you wanted elements of a picture to be aligned, you
would either have to do it by eye or use the Info palette to gather the necessary information on pixel positions.
Now it is easy to set up a repeating grid or to drag guides down from the ruler. Once added, it is possible to
temporarily hide or turn off the snap effect of both guides and grid. One of the most fundamental tasks in
Photoshop is making selections and a number of changes have been made in this area. The cropping tool, for
example, has been moved to be one of the sub-options for the marquee select tool and works slightly
differently. The major advance is that the cropping box can now be rotated which is particularly useful if you
have scanned an image in at an angle. The down sides are that such a common tool is now only a sub-option
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and also that, on my display and with the late beta under review, the cropping box is completely invisible
against grayscale images. More fundamental is the change to the handling of selections themselves. In the
past, dragging within the selection moved the actual pixel data, now dragging simply moves the selection
outline. To reposition the pixels you now have to use the dedicated move tool. This new way of working will
undoubtedly throw experienced users the first few times, but as they can instantly access the move tool by
holding down the Ctrl key, it is not going to seriously affect productivity. And at least it shows that there is
someone in Adobe thinking about usability. Once a selection has been made it can be transformed in a number
of ways. As in the past the various commands to rotate, skew, add perspective and so on are available from the
menus. Now however, the final version of the selection is not rendered until the user double-clicks within the
selection or presses Return which allows cumulative effects to be built up interactively. More importantly, as
the intermediate stages are not rendered, multiple degradations of the image are avoided and so the final
quality is improved. The constant toing and froing to the menus to change between effects is clearly wasteful
and the new Free Transform command is designed to make such mouse work redundant. By right-clicking and
using the context-sensitive menu it is possible to skew, distort and add a perspective effect. If such control is a
little too interactive, the new Numeric Transform allows similar management but set precisely through a
dialog box. Apart from the changes to the handling of selections, the core working of Photoshop 4. There are
no changes to the controls over tonal maps, levels, colour correction and so on, presumably because there is
nothing further to add. When shareware programs like Paintshop Pro offer artistic brushes, the fact that
Photoshop steadfastly refuses to almost seems like a point of principle. At least one tool has been given a
much need revamp. In the past the gradient tool was limited to basic linear or radial fades from one colour to
another. Now Photoshop comes with a range of 20 pre-defined gradient effects including options like
spectrum and chrome. It is also possible to create your own gradients by clicking on the Edit command in the
Gradient Options palette. The end results are far more fluid and realistic, but the limitation to linear or radial
effects is a clear weakness compared to the swirling freeform gradient textures offered by some other
programs. Gradients are also important as masks to partially protect and partially apply image filters. All of
the new filters are genuinely useful, with most, such as rough pastels or stained glass, tending towards the
artistic. A major criticism is that in each case the Photoshop preview does not affect the whole image, but only
a small thumbnail. Moreover, since there often seems to be little connection between the preview and the final
effect, you can be left working blind. On the positive side, the new Fade command allows the strength of the
filter to be easily changed retrospectively. One of the most fundamental changes that has happened to the
world of graphics since the last Photoshop release has been the massive explosion of interest in the Internet.
Support for transparency in GIF files was already available through an Export add-on, but now there is also
support for progressive JPEGs with total control over compression settings. Completely new is the Portable
Network Graphic PNG format which offers lossless, highly compressed, progressive, full colour RGB images
with the ability to include mask channel information, and gamma and chromaticity data for improved colour
matching. Neither is there direct support for creating image maps or background tiles and I have a strong
feeling that hell will freeze over before Photoshop offers a button designer or GIF animator. Although Web
graphics are a huge growth area, Photoshop gives the impression that such fripperies are unworthy of its
attention. Instead the program concentrates firmly on the high end, professional output of printed images. It is
here that Photoshop made its reputation and it is here too that the latest release makes the most impact. To
begin with layers are far more integrated into the whole operation of Photoshop. When cutting and pasting
from one file to another, for example, rather than creating a floating selection, Photoshop automatically creates
a new layer. To begin with this can be very disconcerting. While this is slightly more effort, the general move
away from temporary floating selections to semi-permanent layers is a sensible step. This is even more
apparent with the handling of text. Now any text added is automatically assigned to a new layer. Again this
means that there is no chance of inadvertently losing the floating selection and so making fundamental and
undesired changes to the overall image. It also means that to reposition the text at any time in future you can
simply select its layer and use the move tool. These are effectively masks through which an image adjustment
is applied. Each adjustment can be seen as a lens that is slipped into the pile of layers, adding its effects to
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everything below it and so bringing colour correction and effects into the compositing process. Moreover, as
each adjustment is a mask, it is possible to limit the effect by painting out portions of the layer. Each
adjustment layer is added either with the command under the new Layer menu or by holding down the Ctrl
key when selecting the New icon on the Layers palette. Clicking on OK then calls up the appropriate dialog
where these parameters can be set. When the desired changes have been made, the new adjustment layer will
appear in the Layers palette, indicated by a half-filled circle after its name. One of the beauties of having the
adjustment as a layer is that it is possible to control how the effect interacts with the image below.
Alternatively, by setting the effect to only blend with the lighter sections of the underlying image, you could
only posterize the highlights of the image. Or by changing the blending mode to dissolve or hard light, for
example, you could create completely new effects. The new artistic potential and control is enormous, but this
is not what is so extraordinary about adjustment layers. Rather it is the fact that their effects can be edited.
Simply double-clicking on the name in the layer palette calls up the appropriate adjustment dialog where all
settings can be modified. The actual data in the underlying image is completely unaffected by the changes
made, so that the effect can be edited any number of times without any degradation to the image quality. This
really marks a huge shift in bitmap-editing giving the expert user the power to produce higher quality,
fine-tuned work while giving all users the freedom to experiment. Now if only filters could be applied in the
same way. Another change designed for those professional users who turn to Photoshop everyday, is the new
ability to automate repeated processes. By choosing the new command from the Actions palette, specifying a
name and then recording your commands as you carry out a task, it then becomes possible to repeat the same
actions at any point in future simply by hitting the play button. A good example would be if a user had a
number of scans that they wanted to convert to grayscale, equalize and then sharpen. For repetitive actions like
these the Actions palette is a godsend, particularly as the Batch option allows the same commands to be
applied to all the files in a directory. For repro houses, this ability to let the program run basic tasks unattended
will save them a fortune.
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2: Photoshop Fundamentals: An Introduction to Photoshop CC
Digital technology gives photographers a level of control over colour that the average film photographer could only
dream about. Using Photoshop, it's possible to remove colour casts and adjust overall colour as well as working on
specific tones and hues.

Wed, Nov 21, Become familiar with Web browsers while surfing the Web. Military seeking employment
opportunities, a representative from CareerSource Central Florida will connect you with resources to assist
you with your job search. Herndon - Training Lab Wed, Nov 21, 2: A technology trainer will be available to
assist you in this open lab. Recommended for toddlers and preschoolers. Herndon - Training Lab Sat, Nov 24,
2: Learn multiple ways to convert photos to black and white, apply adjustment layers and create enhancing
effects. Learn to use blending modes to generate artistic and creative effects on photos. Children sing, chant,
move, dance, listen, and play simple instruments. Click for more information. Learn how to search, check out
and download eBooks and audiobooks using the library? Use Power View Reports to insert data tables, charts
and maps onto a seamless canvas. Practice using these two devices with hands-on exercises and online
resources. Recommended for lower and upper elementary. Herndon - Training Lab Mon, Nov 26, 6: Learn
how to navigate the computer desktop and how to perform various techniques in manipulating windows using
basic mouse and keyboard techniques. Learn how to create, rename, delete, and organize files and folders on
your computer. Herndon - Training Lab Tue, Nov 27, Input, format and save data in spreadsheets. Calculate
data with basic formulas. Herndon - Meeting Room 1 Tue, Nov 27, Hold your child in your lap and enjoy this
special time together. Use auto features including auto and flash fill to streamline your workflow. Use absolute
and relative references to ensure your data is calculated accurately. Customize worksheets with sheet names,
color coding and hidden sheets. Print your data for perfect reports and presentations. Assign variables, input
data and develop calculations to make an interactive application. Herndon - Training Lab Wed, Nov 28, 2:
Simplify the process and create meaningful reports using the powerful PivotTable tools. Insert recommended
and custom charts. Edit chart data, elements and styles. Use the Function Library to find the best fit for your
project. Insert financial, logical, lookup, math and text functions. Record data entry and formatting. Insert and
modify objects to run macros without coding.
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3: Photoshop Level 4 - Orange County Library System
"Fundamental Photoshop is the most user-friendly book I've seen. With numerous clear, concise descriptions for
complex terms and procedures, coupled with attractive examples, this should be everyone's essential photoshop
companion.".

Four basic principles you can find in every well-designed piece of artwork. Principles of Design Proximity
New designers often tend to put elements texts, graphics, etc. This makes the whole artwork cluttered and the
information hard to find. The principle of Proximity states that you group elements together that are related to
each other. To obey the rule of proximity, move related objects close to each other. This way, the whole
artwork will be easier to scan through. On the left you can see a simple list with a couple of automobile
makes. By doing so, we get a much cleaner result. When a number of items are in close proximity, they
become one visual element, reflecting their relationship. There are other very important design principles that
improve the look of the whole design, but proximity by itself does a great job. Alignment Beginner designers
put text and graphics on the page where there is space for it, often without paying attention to any other
elements. This creates anarchy among the elements. To get over it, we must use the principle of Alignment.
According to the principle of Alignment, nothing should be placed arbitrarily on the page. Everything should
have a connection with some other items. In the following example, I have already applied the principle of
Proximity to separate relevant pieces of information. Over on the left, we can see a clear layout, with a
centered arrangement of elements. With the principle of Alignment applied, we can see a hard edge on the
right side. The elements on the page have a solid invisible line connecting them, which gives the whole design
strength and firmness. It creates a more formal look, but also a very dull one. Take a look at just any design
you like, let it be a poster, a website logo, anything! I bet they are not centered. Repetition The principle of
Repetition states that you repeat some aspect of the design throughout the entire artwork. Repeating elements
can vary from using the same color or the same font, a particular bullet point or a certain design element. Just
like a well-designed book in your hand. All pages have the same format; the headline stripe, the page title, the
page number in the cornerâ€¦ everything is keyword alert! Imagine if one page had a different kind of headline
graphic or different text styling. How many examples of repetition can you count? Applying the rule of
Repetition is not hard at all. You just have to stay consistent with your headings, paragraphs, bullets, etc.
Contrast The purpose of Contrast is to differentiate similar elements from each other. If two elements are not
exactly the same, make them different! Contrast can be created in a variety of ways. You can play with color,
size, font weight, spacing, distinctive font faces, and so on. Contrast only works well if the difference between
elements on the page is BIG. If you look closely, you can not only see good examples of using the principle of
Contrast, but also Repetition, Alignment and Proximity. We could use color to further improve contrast in our
designs. Conclusion Can you recall the four basic principles in the above image? Can you tell why this design
looks good? You have successfully learnt the four basic principles of design. It contains spectacular examples
of the aforementioned principles. What are your comments? Please share me your thoughts!
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4: Fundamentals of Digital Drawing in Photoshop | Pluralsight
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Fundamental Photoshop 4 at www.enganchecubano.com Read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Digital technology gives photographers a level of control over colour that the average film photographer could
only dream about. Introduction With so much control it can seem rather daunting at first, but provided you
always work using Adjustment Layers or Duplicate Layers, you can revert back to your original image and
start again whenever you like. While this may be what is required on many occasions, it can also strip the
atmosphere from a scene. A rich, warm autumnal image is very often far more attractive than a technically
correct version. The decision is yours, but the most important consideration is the image itself and what works
best. Curves Curves offer you control over image colour by manipulating the RGB channels separately.
Although the Curves control is most commonly thought of as a way of adjusting brightness and contrast, it
also provides a great method of adjusting image colour, because you can work on the individual colour
channels of red, green and blue. It also allows you to manipulate the colour in the shadows, midtones and
highlights separately. When you adjust the level of red, green or blue in an image you are also manipulating
their opposite colours â€” which are cyan, magenta and yellow respectively â€” so reducing the amount of red
in an image, for example, increases the level of cyan. The colours in raw files taken directly from the camera
often appear dull and flat and in need a boost. Original In addition to tweaking the tones and contrast in your
image, curves can also be used to correct colour. Correct colour Experiment with the individual red, green and
blue for cool creative effects. Choose the Sampled Colors option, then use the Eyedropper tool to target an
area. Use the Fuzziness slider to determine the range of colours included in the selection. Color Balance
Adjustment Layers Using an Adjustment Layer to alter colour balance means you can re-edit the results at any
time. These layers contain the information about the adjustment only, and they are applied to the layers
beneath them. Just the same as using Curves, increasing or decreasing the level of one specific colour has the
opposite effect on its opposing colour. Therefore, an image can be warmed by reducing the amount of cyan
and blue, which means increasing the level of red and yellow, or made cooler by adding more blue and cyan
and reducing the amount of yellow and red. The majority of Color Balance adjustments are made to the
midtones, but it is possible to work separately on both the shadows and highlights as well. You can access
them using the Tone Selection option, which is found at the top of the panel. However, adjusting the hue of
the yellows towards the green area of the spectrum will do the trick. To select the yellows, either locate
Yellows in the drop-down under Master, or select the Eyedropper tool and click on a relevant part of the
image. For maximum flexibility, apply the Auto Color corrections to a Duplicate Layer so it can be quickly
removed.
5: Get to know Photoshop |
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6: I. Photoshop Fundamentals - PhotoshopÂ® CS4 All-in-One For DummiesÂ® [Book]
Join Daniel Lieske for an in-depth discussion in this video Fundamentals of graphics files, part of Drawing and Painting
in Photoshop - The Great Training.

7: Photoshop Fundamentals | Live Snap Love
We look at basic image editing starting with the levels. Here we focus on the shadows, mid-tones and highlights of an
image and learn to read the histogram.
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8: View all Photoshop CC tutorials
Photoshop Fundamentals was designed specifically for you, not for graphic designers, website designers or cartoonists!
>> You don't have dozens of hours to spend trying to patch together disjointed tutorials, or jump between multiple
trainings that leave you with no idea how to complete the picture.

9: Quick Tips: Master Fundamental Colors in Photoshop | Clipping4u blog
Photoshop Fundamentals (1, ratings) Course Ratings are calculated from individual students' ratings and a variety of
other signals, like age of rating and reliability, to ensure that they reflect course quality fairly and accurately.
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